Finishing N St Bike Lane

Construction of the N St Protected Bike Lane is well underway and should be finished in October 2015. GPTN is still raising funds for this exciting project which will link the Jamaica North trail at 4th and J Street with the Antelope Valley Trail.

The connection will offer easy, safe access to downtown businesses and the Haymarket district. Let’s continue the Great Places legacy!

Make contributions payable to:
Nebraska Trails Foundation

Name: ___________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________________
Designated Project: _____________________________

Mail to: GPTN
5000 North 7th St.
Lincoln, NE 68521

It was near perfect for the 13th annual Trail Trek event. It was the kind of day bikers dream about—sunny, not too hot and gentle prairie breezes.

Heavy spring rains and the May 6-7 flooding forced Trail Trek planners to change the 50-mile trail from the Cortland City Park trek enjoyed by bikers in 2013 and 2014 to an Elmwood/Eagle destination. Organizers crossed their fingers and hoped rains would hold off and leave the remaining trails alone. Thanks to the City of Lincoln Parks and Recreation Department, city workers shored up flood-damaged portions of the Bison Trail leading to Pioneers Park just in time for the 16-mile ride.

And it all came together for about 1,100 bikers and volunteers. Encouraged by sunny forecasts, last minute registrations picked up and Trail Trek pushed for a record turnout. Over $10,000 was raised for the N Street Protected Bikeway project currently under construction. GPTN is the only non-public funding source for the project, and is committed to raising $340,000.

All treks started at Haymarket Park, including a short route for families with small children at the Jayne Snyder Trails Center, featuring the Lincoln Southeast Cheerleaders, face painting, sign making, and other activities. A 16-miler to Pioneers Park to feature its new trails was very popular, and may get repeated. A 28-miler through north Lincoln featured Fallbrook and Mahoney Park before returning from Novartis Trailhead along the Mopac.

Thanks to the community of Eagle, cyclists were able to get in that 50-miler and chow down at mid-point without having to return 25 miles to Lincoln in time for lunch. Riders reported that the Mopac Trail—highlighted as the May Trail of the Month by the Rails to Trails Foundation in Washington D.C.—was in great shape. The trail is packed limestone east of 84th Street from the Novartis Trailhead and had not been featured during Trail Trek the past few years. It was a welcome return.

But on June 28th, it was all about biking fun. About 88 volunteers helped at all levels, and were joined by the staffs of major sponsors to make the day enjoyable. This year’s major sponsors included The Lincoln Journal Star, The Bike Rack, Cycle Works, Cornhusker Bank, KX96.9, HyVee, 106.3KFRX, Lincoln Surgical Hospital, John Blumer Wells Fargo Advisors, Pepsi, Screen Ink, SouthPoint Pavilion and our very own GPTN.

Trail Trek 2016 will be on June 26th, 2016. Look for sunshine.

by Roger Hirsch
CHIEF STANDING BEAR TRAIL

The Ponca Tribe of Nebraska, which had its land taken away in the late 1800s, is getting a section back: a 19.5-mile trail segment in Southeast Nebraska. The tribe recently signed an agreement with the Nebraska Trails Foundation (NTF) and the Homestead Conservation and Trail Association to assume ownership of the trail segment, which stretches from just south of Beatrice to the Nebraska-Kansas border.

NTF is donating the trail segment -- about 230 acres of land -- to the tribe. The Homestead Conservation and Trail Association, which supports a network of trails in Gage County, will maintain the trail segment with $150,000 from the foundation.

The trail segment is a vital link in the Homestead Trail that runs from just south of Lincoln for 59 miles to Marysville, Kansas. Trail segments from Lincoln to Beatrice and in Kansas are already complete.

Some of the trail segment, along the east side of the Blue River near Barneston, follows the route used by Chief Standing Bear and the Ponca Tribe when the tribe was forced to relocate from northeast Nebraska to Oklahoma in 1877.

The journey was a forced removal from the tribe's homeland, and several people died en route, including Standing Bear's daughter, Prairie Flower, who was buried near Milford. Eventually, 26,000 acres in Knox County was returned to the tribe.

"The trail itself is a reminder of a tragic time in our tribe's past, a past that still resonates with us today," Tribal Chairman Larry Wright Jr said. "However, in spite of that past, our tribe is thriving today and looks toward a future that honors our ancestors and provides hope for our youth.

"This trail does exactly that. Our hope when people use this trail is that they will take time to reflect on the tragic history that is tied to it but also think of the beauty that the trail provides in its updated state," he said.

The tribe will officially assume ownership sometime this fall, after decking work on bridges is completed and the trail is surfaced with crushed limestone. Although the Homestead Trail currently ends in downtown Beatrice, city officials there support developing the 2 miles of corridor that will link up with the Chief Standing Bear Trail.

GPTN NEW AND RENEWING MEMBERS

April to July 2015


Thank you from the 2015 GPTN Board of Directors. Your memberships are crucial to GPTN’s efforts.
The 4th National Bike Challenge just passed the halfway point and it is time for a midway update! So far Lincoln is in a strong 2nd place with 1,886 registered riders, just behind Madison, WI, but ahead of Appleton, WI. Lincoln, with the help of 8th placed Omaha, has ridden Nebraska to 2nd place for states. And our Local Challenge, which includes all of Lancaster County, is in 4th. Lincoln, as of writing this, has registered 397,089 miles riding bikes. 68% of those miles for recreation and 32% are for transportation. In the last few months Lincoln Challenge riders have burned 21,524,930 calories, have saved $72,141 dollars in driving cost, and have saved 114,915 pounds of CO2 from entering our air.

The Challenge started in April and goes through the end of September. It is never too late to join and to start logging miles. Lincoln has been a major contender in the Challenge from the very start with a top three finish in the nation every year including first place in 2013. The National Bike Challenge is a fun way to inspire yourself, friends, family, and coworkers to hop on a bike more often. Every day on a bike is worth 20 points for Lincoln, our Local Challenge, and for Nebraska. Our high placing in the Challenge is also a way to show our community and the rest of the nation that folks in Lincoln ride their bikes. So show some local and state pride and log those miles at nationalbikechallenge.org. GO BIG RIDE!
BicycLincoln is a community group that supports and promotes bicycling in the city of Lincoln. Our mission is to provide information and a unified voice for bicycle advocacy in an effort to make cycling in Lincoln more friendly, safe, easy, accepted, and “so that more people bike and bike more often.”

Check them out at http://bicyclincoln.org/

The Nebraska Bicycling Alliance is a nonprofit corporation primarily supported by public donations, memberships and grants. Our mission is to promote health and safety for all who ride bicycles in Nebraska. The vision of the Nebraska Bicycling Alliance does not compete with existing clubs or organized bicycling groups, but rather enhances and supports all of these groups, bike shops, health and safety groups, city planners, policy makers and NDOR. We plan to promote bicycling in Nebraska when needed at the State and local levels in any way we can with project design, seeking federal funding, promoting safe routes for kids, and public education.

Learn more at: http://www.nebike.org/
TRAIL UPDATES!

N St. Protected Bikeway: The bikeway is under construction and has a late fall completion date. GPTN is still raising funds for this project.

Billy Wolff Repair: A short stretch of the Billy Wolff Trail from the underpass at 27th and Capitol Parkway on the north side up to the new pedestrian bridge over the Antelope Creek will be replaced this fall. The current ramp and trail will be removed and replaced with a 10 feet wide, concrete wide trail.

Sheridan Street Penny Bridges project: The Rock Island Trail between Calvert and South Streets is still closed while the Sheridan Street Bridges are being replaced. Trail should be opened later this year.

ULN RECREATIONAL RIDES

Oak Creek Ride 9/13/15 $55 for general public (UNL Campus Recreation Members: $35)

Enjoy one of Nebraska’s most versatile trails on this fall day of cycling through natural prairie and oak woodlands along the Oak Creek Trail. Just an hour from Lincoln, this trail connects the towns of Brainard and Valparaiso. Cruise along the crushed limestone rails-to-trails path, unwind from everyday stresses and connect with other local cyclists.

Nebraska City Apple Picking Ride 10/3-10/4/2015 $75 for general public (UNL Campus Recreation Members: $35)

What better way to spend a weekend than along the beautiful Steamboat Trace Trail-complete with a stop to pick fresh apples at a trailside orchard? Join us for an overnight getaway along this limestone trail, running alongside the Missouri River. Get an early start on Saturday morning for a ride to Nebraska City, taking a rest stop along the way for some apple picking. We’ll camp out and enjoy some apple crisp to cap off the day, returning home to Lincoln on Sunday morning.

Sub-24 Bike Camping Ride to Branched Oak 10/10-10/11/2015 $45 for general public (UNL Campus Recreation Members: $35)

Take a ride to one of Nebraska’s tranquil state recreation areas on this zero-emissions trip! Learn the basic skills needed to plan your own cycling adventures as we carry all of our food and camping gear on our bikes. Meet other cyclists and unwind from the week on this quick getaway.

For more information on these specific trips, please contact Todd Grier at todd.grier@unl or 402.472.1853.

EVENT CALENDAR

AUGUST

24—Heatstroke 100 Ride
http://greatplainsbikeclub.org/heatstroke/

SEPTEMBER

9—UNL Oak Creek Ride
20 —Streets Alive! http://www.healthylincoln.org/

OCTOBER

3 —Market to Market Relay
3 –4—UNL Nebraska City Apple Picking Ride
10 —UNL Bike Camping Ride to Branched Oak

11TH ANNUAL HEATSTROKE 100

The 2014 Heatstroke 100 ride will be Sunday August 24th. The ride will start and end at the Strategic Air and Space Museum east of Ashland on Nebraska Highway 66 next to Mahoney State Park. From Interstate 80 take exit 426 and go 1/2 mile west on Highway 66.

The course consists of three loops: 24 miles, 35 miles, and 49 miles. You can combine these loops to get distances ranging from 24 to 108 miles. The routes explore the scenic Platte River valley between Louisville and Ashland and range as far west as Creseco. All routes are on paved roads except for 1/4 mile of limestone trail approaching the Lied Platte River Bridge; this short trail is suitable for road bikes. Several SAG support stations and roving SAG vehicles will be provided.

Volunteer for the M2M Relay!

This year GPTN will be helping with exchange point 15 and race recovery at the Shidig at the end of the Market2Market (M2M) race. M2M will have 500 teams this year with 4,000 runners from over 25 states. Each year this event gets bigger and better. Please consider volunteering by visiting http://gptn2015m2mrelay.evenbrite.com. If you have any questions about volunteering at the event, please contact Dena Noe at noe.dena@yahoo.com.

When: Saturday, October 3
Where: Exchange point 15 at 262nd Street - 11:15 a.m. – 4:45 p.m. – 10 volunteers needed
Race Recovery Crew - Lincoln Haymarket – 2:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. – 10 volunteers needed

LOCAL TRAILS DAMAGED FROM MAY STORMS

The City of Lincoln and the Lower Platte South NRD have been assessing the damage to local trails from May’s torrential rains. Here is the latest:

Jamaica North Trail: This trail sustained the most damage. Closed south of Pioneers Blvd, this entire stretch of trail has been impacted with portions of the trail being completely wiped out. The force of the water not only washed away large parts of the limestone surface, but in a few places it washed away the track ballast once used as the railroad bed.

It will be costly to repair the trail but in the middle of July, the City received a FEMA disaster declaration. The Federal government will match 75% of the necessary funds, state disaster aid will cover 12.5% and local funds (city, county, donations, NRD) will cover the remaining 12.5%. Hopefully the reconstruction project will take just a little over 1 year to complete from engineering to construction.

Bison Trail: A portion of the trail that passes under the Highway 77 West Bypass is closed to the public. A section needs to be removed, soil re-compact, and replaced which will hopefully be completed by end of September.

Salt Creek Levee Trail: The two underpasses were blocked by flood debris but have been cleared. The trail is now open.

Wilderness Park Trails. Salt Creek at Pioneers Blvd reached a record 15,200 cubic feet of water per second on May 7, more than 200 times the median flow for that day. Wilderness Park functioned as a sponge for the floodwaters, minimizing damage to surrounding areas. Fortunately the floodwaters did not damaged any of the bridges inside the park — including the $415,000 span south of Pioneers that opened earlier this year — although it did wash out some bridge approaches. However, the surge of water carved away whole stretches of the creek-side trail. Crews will have to carve new paths, which could be as simple as rerouting a trail around a tree or as difficult as building new, 300-foot stretches. Only the northernmost piece of the park, the day camp area, was spared. Much of the 1,470-acre trail system will remain closed for the rest of the year and it may take a couple of years to complete rerouting of trails.

Lower Platte South NRD Trails

The Homestead Trail is closed from Saltillito Road to Firth Road. Many sections of the MoPac East Trail remain open except for a two-mile section at the east of the trail, northeast of Elmwood that is closed due to bridge damage. The NRD is working to have the repairs under contract by fall/early winter.

The new section of the Salt Creek Levee trail extension from Charleston Street to 14th street is now open.
If you had to name a city with a longstanding and thriving trail culture, Lincoln, Nebraska, may not come to mind, but perhaps it should. The city currently boasts 131 miles of multi-use trail; to help put that in perspective, Portland and Minneapolis, two cities long touted as bicycle friendly, have 152 miles and 92 miles of off-road trail, respectively.

One of the cornerstones of Lincoln's network, the MoPac Trail (consisting of the seamlessly connected West and East segments) begins at the University of Nebraska campus in the heart of the city and stretches eastward 27 miles, just shy of Omaha's doorstep.

“I think you’d be pleasantly surprised if you came here and experienced the trail opportunities that Lincoln offers,” says Dan Schultz, resources coordinator for the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District, which manages the MoPac Trail East.

Exciting change is literally afoot in the Cornhusker State. Omaha currently ranks among the top 50 of Bike Cities, and less than a dozen miles separate its trail to the state’s two largest cities and tie in to the larger system is the Quad State Trail, a regional network which will span more than 140 miles across Iowa and Missouri. The momentum to close that gap between them, is also a key piece of a bigger puzzle, the developing Plains Trails Network (GPTN) and the Strawbery Banke Museum’s 1,000 miles approach to the Missouri River as part of the National Water Trail system.

Let’s focus on the 131 linear miles in Lincoln. The fanfare of that trail bridge opening inspired Ben Cohoon to begin the Nebraska MoPac Trail East.

Two years ago now averages about a hundred participants a week, with riders traveling from Lincoln to the One Eyed Dog Saloon in the old railroad town of Eagle. “The restaurant and bar owners appreciate the trail and the business that it brings,” says Cohoon. “They really benefit from that.”

Greatouse points out that the events build connections between people, too. “The people that run in those relay teams, they really bond. They don’t know each other at the start, but they sure do at the finish.”

The Nacho Ride is something that local resident Matt Olson is looking forward to tackling this year with his 13-year-old daughter. “It’s a 20-mile round-trip so it’s been a stretch for Lyndsay, but I’m hoping we can do it this year!” says Olson.

For Greatouse, too, the incentive to develop and support these trails is a personal one. “I biked across Nebraska with my son when he was a teenager, and those are the fondest memories I have in my life.”

“Like to turn around and look back to see what we’ve just cleared and how good it looks for riding,” says Newberg, who rides horses on the trail two to three times a week.

Although the MoPac sees a diversity of users, conflicts are kept to a minimum. The Trails Committee works hard to educate the public about how bicyclists, pedestrians and equestrians can best share the trail. Newberg advises, “If you see us coming, talk to us. If horses see something coming, they get kind of spooked, but if it’s a person, they know it’s okay. A simple ‘hello’ relaxes the horse instantly.”

Like a carrot on a stick, the beautiful Lied Bridge is a tantalizing attraction that awaits the next step of the MoPac project. The pedestrian bridge stretches 1,714 feet across the broad swath of the Platte River, which divides Lincoln and Omaha. A remnant of the Rock Island Line, the bridge is a reminder that if the rest of that corridor had been saved, a rail-trail connection between the two cities—from the trail’s current terminus at the small community of Wabash to the river—would have been possible. Without it, trail advocates are looking at more challenging alternatives.

“We’re working with the state highway department to build the trail adjacent to some roads to complete it,” says Ross Greatouse, vice president of the Nebraska Trails Foundation. “We’re in the process of doing that, but it may take four to five years.”

Greatouse says it “was a giant move forward” when the bridge opened in 2002. He adds, “When it was completed, 700 people showed up. I’ve never seen anything like it. We had bands playing and everything.”

The fanfare of that trail bridge opening inspired Ben Cohoon to begin the Market to Market Relay, a running event that spans 78 miles along trails and roads between the two cities, which has sold out every year since its inception in 2008.

Now the nation’s largest daylong relay with more than 4,000 registered runners, the event generates an estimated annual economic impact of nearly a half-million dollars from spending at local restaurants, lodging and retail outlets, and continues to build awareness and momentum for completing the trail system.

“I enjoyed exploring the city while I was running,” says Cohoon. “And I liked seeing new places. When I learned about the Lied Bridge, I thought, ‘There’s your concept: running from Omaha to Lincoln.’”

Another beloved event utilizing the MoPac is the Tuesday Night Nacho Ride, which takes place weekly from May through October. What began with just a handful of people a few years ago now averages about a hundred participants a night, with riders traveling from Lincoln to the One Eyed Dog Saloon in the old railroad town of Eagle. “The restaurant and bar owners appreciate the trail and the business that it brings,” says Cohoon. “They really benefit from that.”

Greatouse points out that the events build connections between people, too. “The people that run in those relay teams, they really bond. They don’t know each other at the start, but they sure do at the finish.”

The Nacho Ride is something that local resident Matt Olson is looking forward to tackling this year with his 13-year-old daughter. “It’s a 20-mile round-trip so it’s been a stretch for Lyndsay, but I’m hoping we can do it this year!” says Olson.

For Greatouse, too, the incentive to develop and support these trails is a personal one. “I biked across Nebraska with my son when he was a teenager, and those are the fondest memories I have in my life.”